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Narrative report for the property at 2095 Kingstown Road, South Kingstown, RI
(The general description of the existing physical environment) - The vacant lot is approximately
53,000 square feet and the site abuts Tower Hill Landings Apartments on the South and East and
West and there is 259 feet of frontage on Route 108.
(Proposed use) Tower Hill Landings Annex LLC, an affiliate of Tower Hill Landings, LLC, proposes
to build an eleven (11) unit multi-family residential development. The unit mix is proposed to
have nine (9) four-bedroom and two 2-bedroom units and two (2) two bedroom and one bath
units. One four-bedroom and one two-bedroom unit will be designated affordable and rented
at 80% of AMI and one of the two bedrooms will be handicap adaptable.
(Statement with supporting maps that illustrates the approach utilized in designing the
proposed development, considerations of existing conditions and significant features.) The
proposed eleven units will be housed in 2 buildings with footprints of 5,633 and 5,023 square
feet. Building 1 will contain 4 four-bedroom and 2 two-bedroom units. Building 2 will contain
five four-bedroom units. Both buildings will be set back twenty-five (25) feet from Route 108 and
constructed within the required setbacks with a 10-foot separation between the two buildings.
The building placement will allow for the installation of sidewalk to connect the property to the
bus stop located at the entrance of Tower Hill Landings. The Lot coverage for the proposed
buildings is 20.1% versus the 30% allowed. The development will provide 45 parking spaces
versus the 22 required to accommodate the larger 4-bedroom units and is located to the rear of
the buildings. The plan also includes the required 10% open space. The access to the proposed
development will be through Tower Hill Landings Apartments and no access will be permitted on
to Kingstown Road, Route 108. The elimination of an egress onto Route 108 will eliminate any
traffic issues with the intersection of Rt 108 and the Tower Hill Landings entrance adjacent to
Tower Hill Landings Annex site.

Landscaping buffers on the north and Route 108 street sides along with lighting improvements
will enhance the overall appearance of the site while providing a safe and inviting environment
for residents.
(Population and school-aged children in proposed development) The eleven (11) rental units
are targeted accommodate the general population in the Town of South Kingstown. The number
of school aged children will be dependent on ultimate population occupying the units; however,
based on our population at the 132 units at Tower Hill Landings we expect very few children and
a significant number of residents to be associated with the University of Rhode Island as graduate
and undergraduate students as well as faculty.

